Recurrent neural networks readily process, recognize and generate temporal sequences. By encoding grammatical strings as temporal sequences, recurrent neural networks can be trained to behave like deterministic sequential nite-state automata. Algorithms have been developed for extracting grammatical rules from trained networks. Using a simple method for inserting prior knowledge (or rules) into recurrent neural networks, we show that recurrent neural networks are able to perform rule revision. Rule revision is performed by comparing the inserted rules with the rules in the nite-state automata extracted from trained networks. The results from training a recurrent neural network to recognize a known non-trivial, randomly generated regular grammar show that not only do the networks preserve correct rules but that they are able to correct through training inserted rules which were initially incorrect. (By incorrect, we mean that the rules were not the ones in the randomly generated grammar.)
MOTIVATION
It is important to be able to revise rules in a rule-based system. A natural question is: what if the input data disagrees with the rules; how can the rules be changed? The problem of changing incorrect rules has been addressed for traditional rule-based systems 13, 23, 24] . The context of this work is the use of recurrent networks as tools for acquisition of knowledge which requires hidden-state information. In particular, we are interested in applications where a partial domain theory is available. In cases where this knowledge is incomplete, recurrent networks perform knowledge re nement; in cases where the prior knowledge is inconsistent with some given data, recurrent networks perform rule revision. This work demonstrates that recurrent networks can successfully revise rules, i.e. once rules have been inserted into a network, they can be veri ed and even be corrected! Inserting a priori knowledge has been shown useful in training feed-forward neural networks; for example see 1, 2, 3, 10, 25, 27, 30, 32] . The resulting networks usually performed better than networks that were trained without a priori knowledge. Recurrent networks are inherently more powerful than feed-forward networks because they are able to dynamically store and use state information inde nitely due to the built-in feedback 29] . In particular, they can be encoded 20, 18] and trained 8, 11, 16, 26, 31, 33] to behave like deterministic, sequential nite-state automata. Methods for inserting prior knowledge into recurrent neural networks have been previously discussed 4, 6, 7, 12, 15, 21] . It has been demonstrated 12, 21] that prior knowledge can signi cantly reduce the amount of training necessary for a network to correctly classify a training set of temporal sequences.
Our interpretation of rule revision consists of three stages: 1) insert all the available prior knowledge by programming some of the weights of a network (recently this has been shown to be experimentally 20] and theoretically 18] stable); 2) train a network on a data set; 3) compare the rules extracted in the form of a deterministic nite-state automaton (DFA) with the previously inserted rules. The grammatical rules (the grammar) can be easily extracted from the trained neural network 5, 9, 22, 19, 31, 33] . We say a network is preserving a known rule if it appears in the extracted DFA. The network is permitted to change the programmed weights. In order for a network to be a good tool for rule revision, we expect a network to preserve previously inserted correct initial rules and to correct incorrect initial knowledge. For a testbed, we trained networks to recognize a regular language generated by a random, non-trivial 10-state DFA. We show that, as might be expected, networks are able to correct incorrect prior information and to preserve genuine prior knowledge. Thus, they meet our criteria of good rule revisors.
FINITE STATE AUTOMATA & REGULAR GRAMMARS
Regular languages represent the smallest class of formal languages in the Chomsky hierarchy 14]. Regular languages are generated by regular grammars. A regular grammar G is a quadruple G =< S; N; T; P > where S is the start symbol, N and T are non-terminal and terminal symbols, respectively, and P are productions of the form A ! a or A ! aB where A; B N and a T. The regular language generated by G is denoted L(G).
Associated with each regular language L is a deterministic nite-state automaton (DFA) M which is an acceptor for the language L(G), i.e. L(G) = L(M). DFA M accepts only strings which are a member of the regular language L(G). Formally, a DFA M is a 5-tuple M =< ; Q; R; F; > where = fa 1 ; : : :; a N g is the alphabet of the language L, Q = fs 1 ; : : :; s NQ g is a set of states, R Q is the start state, F Q is a set of accepting states and : Q ! Q de ne state transitions in M. A string x is accepted by the DFA M and hence is a member of the regular language L(M) if an accepting state is reached after the string x has been read by M. Alternatively, a DFA M can also be considered a generator which generates the regular language L(M).
RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK
The recurrent network used to learn regular languages consists of N recurrent neurons S j with bias b j , K nonrecurrent input neurons labeled I k , and N 2 K second-order weights labeled W ijk 9, 11, 26, 33] 
where g(:) is a sigmoid discriminant function. Note that the weights W ijk modify a product of the hidden S j and input I k neurons. This form directly represents the state transition diagrams of a state process | finput; stateg ) fnextstateg and can be considered as a canonical form of a DFA neural network 17]. The input neurons accept an encoding of one character of a string per discrete time step t. The above equation is then evaluated for each hidden neuron S i to compute the next state vector S of the hidden neurons at the next time step t + 1. With unary encoding a separate input neuron is assigned to each character in the alphabet of the relevant language. (A denser input encoding may be used for languages with large alphabets.) The weights W ijk are updated according to a second-order form of the RTRL learning algorithm 
RULE INSERTION
Recall that a DFA M is a quintuple M =< ; Q; R; F; > with alphabet = fa 1 ; : : :; a N g, states Q = fs 1 ; : : :; s NQ g, a start state R, a set F Q of accepting states and state transitions : Q ! Q.
We insert rules for known transitions by programming some of the initial weights of a second-order recurrent network state neurons. Although the number of states N in a DFA is not known a priori, we assume throughout this paper that N > N Q .
Our rule-insertion method follows directly from the similarity of state transitions in a DFA and the dynamics of a recurrent neural network. Recall that the network changes it state S at time t + 1 according to Eq. (1). Consider a known transition (s j ; a k ) = s i . We arbitrarily identify DFA states s j and s i with state neurons S j and S i , respectively. One method of representing this transition is to have state neuron S i have a high output 1 and all other state neurons (including neuron S j ) have a low output 0 after the input symbol a k has entered the network via input neuron I k . One implementation is to adjust the weights W jjk and W ijk accordingly: setting W ijk to a large positive value will ensure that S t+1 i will be high and setting W jjk to a large negative value will guarantee that the output of S t+1 j will be low. Weights which are not programmed are initialized with small random values. We set the value of the biases b i of state neurons that have been assigned to known DFA states to ?H=2. This ensures that all state neurons which do not correspond to the the previous or the current DFA state have a low output. Thus, the rule insertion algorithm de nes a nearly orthonormal internal representation of all known DFA states.
In addition to the encoding of the known DFA states, we also need to program the response neuron, indicating whether or not a DFA state is an accepting state. A special end symbol e marks the end of each strings. We program the weight W 0ie as follows: If state s i is an accepting state, then we set the weight W 0ie to a large positive value; otherwise, we will initialize the weight W 0ie to a large negative value. If it is unknown whether or not state s i is an accepting state, then we do not modify the weight W 0ie . (The end symbol is not a crucial component of the rule insertion algorithm, it just improves the convergence time.) We de ne the values for the programmed weights as a rational number H, and let large programmed weight values be +H and small values ?H. We will refer to H as the strength of a rule.
We assume that the DFA generated the example strings starting in its initial state. Therefore, we can arbitrarily select the output of one of the state neurons to be 1 and set the output of all other state neurons initially to zero. When all known transitions have been inserted into the network by programming the weights according to the above scheme, we train the network on a given training set. Notice that all weights including the ones that have been programmed are still adaptable -they are not xed.
RULE EXTRACTION
We extract symbolic rules about the learned grammar in the form of DFA's. The extraction algorithm is based on the hypothesis that the outputs of the recurrent state neurons tend to cluster when the network is well-trained and that these clusters correspond to the states of the learned DFA 9, 11]. Thus, rule extraction is reduced to nding clusters in the output space of recurrent state neurons; transitions between clusters correspond to DFA state transitions. We employ a simple state space partitioning algorithm along with pruning heuristics to make the extraction computationally feasible. The DFA extracted from a network depends on a partitioning parameter. A small value for the parameter yields a coarse description of the learned DFA which may not be consistent with the training data; large values of the parameter yield DFA's with a large number of states that tend to over t the training data. Thus, we determine the value for the partitioning parameter experimentally as follows: We extract DFA's for increasing values of the partitioning parameter and choose the rst DFA that is consistent with the training data as the model of the nitestate source that generated the training set. We have empirical evidence that this model selection policy chooses among all possible DFA's the simplest model which also best describes the unknown nite-state source 22, 19] . (All extracted DFA are minimized in number of DFA states 14].) 6 RULE REVISION
Random Grammar
In order to explore the rule revising capability of recurrent neural networks, we used a non-trivial, randomly generated DFA with alphabet f0,1g( gure 2a). The networks we trained had 11 states neurons, one neuron for every state of the automaton and an additional output neuron. The training set consisted of 1,000 strings, alternating between positive and negative example strings in alphabetical order. The weights and biases were initialized to random values in the interval -0.1, 0.1] and some weights were programmed to +H or ?H as required by the rule insertion algorithm along with the biases.
We distinguished three di erent kinds of rules: 1) Rules that have (partial) correct prior knowledge; the networks supplement the missing states and transitions of the DFA through training on the given data set. 2) Rules that have partial incorrect information 3) Rules which have no resemblance with the actual rules of the DFA to be learned. The prior knowledge we used to initialize networks prior to training do not necessarily re ect knowledge found in a particular real-world problem. Di erent prior knowledge may be available for di erent applications. Some applications may require larger DFA models or the kind of prior knowledge available may be di erent altogether. Instead, we view this work as a conceptual study which highlights the advantages and limitations of using recurrent networks as knowledge acquisition tools with emphasis on their capability to revise rules.
Correct Rules
We rst investigated the ability of the recurrent neural networks to supplement incomplete rules by learning from a training data set. To demonstrate the e ectiveness of our rule insertion technique, we inserted rules for the entire DFA ( gure 2a), i.e. we programmed all the transitions and the accepting DFA states into the network. The convergence times in table 1 (row a) show that the network did not need any training at all In order to demonstrate a network's capability to supplement correct, but incomplete prior knowledge other than the easy case of self-loops, we inserted the rules of a subset of all states and transitions ( gure 2c). The network learned the training set and preserved the inserted rules (row c of table 1). For some values of H, the extracted DFA was identical with the original DFA. In general, this was not the case; a network could developed an internal representation of the DFA with more states, but the inserted correct rules were preserved.
Suppose we knew the state transitions for a single string in the training data set. How helpful is that information? We inserted the rules for a single string which visited almost all states of the DFA, but used only a small subset of all transitions ( gure 2d). Information about the transitions of a single string can improve the convergence time signi cantly (row d of table 1).
Even partial information about the transitions occurring for a single string can be of help and the network is able to learn the remainder of the rules from the training data set. We inserted the rules '1(0)0(1)00(0)1' ( gure 2e) and '(10)010001' ( gure 2f) where parentheses mean that we do not know the transition for that particular symbol. The training times (rows e and f of table 1) support our hypothesis that knowing the transitions from the start state is more helpful than knowing state transitions deeper in the DFA.
Incorrect Rules
We de ne incorrect rules as rules which correctly represent some aspects of the rules of the DFA, but which contain some error in the way the rules are represented. Often, strings visit states several times when the DFA has loops. Suppose, we are given a string but we do not know that there is a loop. Is the network able to detect and correct that error? We inserted rules for the string '001011011' where the transitions on substring '101' form a loop in the DFA ( gure 2g). We programmed the weights of the network as if there were no such loop, i.e. a new state is reached on every symbol of the string. The training times are shown in row g of table 1. The extracted DFA demonstrates that the network recognized that the inserted rules were incorrect and it corrected the error by forming the loop, although a DFA di erent from the original automaton was extracted for some values of H.
Many strings of a given training data set share some of the transitions in the corresponding DFA. Two strings obviously share transitions if they have a common pre x and if the rules for two such strings were known, then the inserted rules would re ect this transition sharing. However, we wanted to test a network's ability to recognize that transitions were shared ( gure 2h). Two separate paths with distinct states for the strings '0011' and '000' were programmed into a network. The network was able to merge the common parts of the paths through the DFA taken by the two strings (row h of table 1).
Malicious Rules
It is di cult to give a precise de nition of a malicious rule, because there are many ways in which a rule can convey incorrect information such as the wrong number of states, wrong accepting states, and wrong transitions. For the purpose of our investigation, we used the language 10-parity ( gure 3a) and randomly generated minimal DFA's with 10 states ( gure 3b-e). The language of the DFA 3a accepts all strings in which the number of occurrences of the symbol '0' is a multiple of 10. We would have expected rule revision to be di cult for a recurrent neural network in this case as the rules de ne a complete internal state representation, i.e. transitions for every possible input are accounted for. As the rule strength increases, the dynamics of the recurrent network become de ned more rigidly which potentially makes the unlearning of the 10-parity DFA even more di cult. The simulation results show, however, that the network learns the unknown grammar rather easily for small values of H (row 3a of 
CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that recurrent neural networks can be applied to rule revision. Given a set of rules about the unknown deterministic nite-state automaton (DFA) and a training data set, networks can be trained on the data set after the partial knowledge has been inserted into the networks. By comparing the rules extracted from the trained networks in the form of a DFA with the prior knowledge, the validity of this knowledge can be established. We tested the networks' ability to revise rules by training them to behave like a non-trivial, random DFA with 10 states. Our simulation results show that recurrent networks meet our criterion for good tools for rule revision, i.e. they preserve genuine correct knowledge and they correct incorrect prior information. In some simulations, the extracted DFA was identical with the original, randomly generated automaton. In general, however, it is not required that the extracted DFA be identical with the unknown DFA and we consider a recurrent neural network to be good at revising rules as long as genuine rules are preserved and incorrect rules are corrected. Rule revision becomes more and more di cult with increasing rule strength H when incorrect rules are inserted into networks. The results we obtained for rule revision using second-order recurrent neural networks are promising.
It is an open question as how this approach will handle larger grammars and more complex rules and how other rule-extraction approaches 31, 33] will compare to this one.
Another open question is the combination of rule insertion and extraction during training 28]. By continuously inserting and extracting rules from a network, starting with little or no prior knowledge, the size of the network would change after each rule insertion/network training/rule extraction cycle and could be determined by the current partial knowledge of the DFA, i.e. the extracted symbolic knowledge would control the growth and decay of the network architecture. Furthermore, the symbolic knowledge may substitute for training samples, i.e. the network may select example strings for further training based on the extracted knowledge rather than using all strings for training. Hopefully this symbolically-guided training procedure could lead to faster training and better generalization performance.
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